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STUDY CONTEXT

The study was developed by RFI with the
coordination of a specific subgroup belonging
to the WG Infrastructure following a decision
taken by the subgroup at a meeting held in
Munich on June 18, 2018.
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SPECIAL FOCUS

► Assessing the rail market on the Brenner corridor that connects Verona
to Munich in future infrastructure scenarios, taking into account all
alternative Alpine railway crossings.
► The entire Brenner corridor is therefore seen in competition with the
other infrastructural corridors. So the study is focused on the Brenner
cross-border corridor, but also includes the other alternative Alpine
crossings with Switzerland and Austria. The core study area includes
Italy, Switzerland, Austria and Germany, but it is further to cover all EU
countries.

Multimodal base network
(BCP Freight Study)
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BRIEF NOTES ON THE METHODOLOGY ADOPTED
► A specific system of models has been developed that can reproduce with a
good approximation the functioning of the freight transport system at
European level.
► The BCP transport model classifies freight demand according to the NST 2007
commodity groups (groups 1 to 14 are used).
► Two main transport modes are considered: road and rail. Rail is further
divided in three sub-modes corresponding to three handling types:
unaccompanied combined transport, accompanied combined and transport
and conventional transport.
► The zoning system of the BCP model was defined on the basis of the NUTS3
EU statistical zones, which were further aggregated as needed to optimize the
model runtime. A total of 391 zones have been defined.
► The traffic forecasts obtained in the study are those that could develop along
the Brenner corridor in consideration of pre-established socio-economic
scenario hypotheses and in the absence of particular infrastructure capacity
constraints, especially in the medium-term scenario when the axis is not fully
quadrupled.
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SOCIO ECONOMIC SCENARIOS

Four different scenarios were considered:
● business-as-usual
− the scenarios depend on the time horizon and socio-economic configuration:
− the socio-economic scenario are based to projections based on national GDP
forecasts (IMF)
● post-covid
− 2020-2021: no growth;
− 2021-2026: 2020-2025 GDP forecast based
on IMF projections;
− 2027-2030/2040: “Base case socioeconomic scenario” growth rates.
● policy
− road traffic disincentive measures (i.e. internalize all or most of variable
infrastructure and external costs)
− functional & normative scenarios (i.e. increasing personnel cost, increasing
road transport cost, increasing attractiveness for rail transport)
● BCP Central Case
− intermediate scenario including post-covid
projections and limited policy measures

socioeconomic
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INFRASTRUCTURAL SCENARIO
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► The overall volume along the various Alpine crossings increases over time. In
the long term, on the Tarvisio it is reduced due to the competition of the other
crossings.
► The railway modal share on the Brenner Pass increases over time until it
reaches approximately 50%.

BRENNER FLOWS AND THEIR COMPOSITION
CENTRAL CASE SCENARIO - MID TERM
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BRENNER FLOWS AND THEIR COMPOSITION
CENTRAL CASE SCENARIO - LONG TERM
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MAIN CONCLUSIONS

► The infrastructural development planned along the Brenner axis will
contribute to significantly reduce the generalized cost of transport by rail.

► This element combined with the expected growth in trade, in particular
between Italy and Central/Northern Europe and between Austria/Germany
and South Eastern Europe, creates the conditions for a substantial increase
in the modal split in favor of the railway mode along the Brenner Corridor.
► The potential development of rail freight traffic appears already consistent in
the medium term, and even higher in the long run.
► It is therefore necessary to remove, in each country, the remaining
bottlenecks (that are especially meaningful in the medium term) along the
various components of the axis.
► Transport policy actions can lead to further relevant increases in rail freight
traffic compared to business-as-usual conditions, shifting volumes from road
to rail UCT.
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Thank you for your attention…

ONE CORRIDOR
FROM MUNICH TO VERONA

…and check out the new BCP Corridor Studies 12
on https://www.bcplatform.eu/corridorstudies

